HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
1. Relationship and Sex Educations (RSE)
RSE is lifelong learning about physical, sexual, moral and emotional development, irrespective
of gender, ethnicity or ability. It involves acquiring knowledge and information, developing skills
and forming positive beliefs, values and attitudes, as well as the teaching of sex, sexuality and
sexual health. It is about the understanding of the importance of stable and loving relationships,
of respect, of love and care, within all types of families. RSE should enable students to make
informed and appropriate choices as they become young adults and to develop responsible
attitudes to sexual activity and the development of their own relationships.
The aims of RSE are to:
provide a framework in which sensitive discussions can take place;
prepare students for puberty, and give them an understanding of sexual development and
the importance of health and hygiene;
help students develop feelings of self-respect, confidence and empathy;
create a positive culture around issues of sexuality and relationships;
teach students the correct vocabulary to describe themselves and their bodies;
enable students to stay safe, prepared for life in modern Britain and able to make a positive
contribution to their community.
2. Statutory Requirements
As an all-through academy school, we must provide RSE to all students as per section 34 of the
Children and Social Work Act 2017.
At Hampton College Primary we provide relationships education using the Cambridgeshire
Primary Personal Development Programme, which is a scheme of work developed for primary
schools to deliver the PSHE and RSE curriculum. We also teach the relevant elements of sex
education contained in the science curriculum, through our Cornerstones Curriculum topics.
At Hampton College Secondary Phase, RSE is delivered primarily through Personal Development
(PD) lessons but key topics will also feature in assemblies, form discussions and in other
curriculum subjects. The PD curriculum has been determined using statutory guidance and the
PSHE Association programme of study. Sex education is also part of the science curriculum.
In teaching RSE, we are required by our funding agreements to have regard to guidance issued
by the Secretary of State as outlined in section 403 of the Education Act 1996.
3. Policy Development
This policy has been developed in consultation with staff, students and parents. The consultation
and policy development process involved the following steps:
1. Review – The Head of PD and SLT line managers at both primary and secondary phase pulled
together all relevant information including relevant national and local guidance
2. Staff consultation – all school staff were given the opportunity to look at the policy and make
recommendations
3. *Parent/stakeholder consultation – parents and any interested parties were invited to attend
a meeting about the policy
4. *Student consultation – we investigated what exactly students want from their RSE through
year group consultation groups
5. Ratification – once amendments were made, the policy was shared with governors and
ratified
*Due to the pandemic these steps were put on hold. They will be completed during the summer
term 2021 and any amendments will be made to the policy following these consultations.
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4. Definition
RSE is delivered at both phases of Hampton College and provides the statutory relationships and
sex education. Sex education is not compulsory in primary schools, however at Hampton College
Primary we deliver sex education through our compulsory science curriculum and using the
Cambridgeshire Primary Personal Development Programme units recommended by the
Cambridgeshire PSHE Service.
RSE is about the emotional, social and cultural development of students, and involves learning
about relationships, sexual health, sexuality, healthy lifestyles, diversity and personal identity.
RSE involves a combination of sharing information, and exploring issues and values. RSE is not
about the promotion of sexual activity.
5. Curriculum
Our curriculum is set out in Appendix 1, but we may need to adapt it as and when necessary.
We have developed the curriculum in consultation with parents, students and staff, taking into
account the age, needs and feelings of students. If students ask questions outside the scope of
this policy, teachers will respond in an appropriate manner so they are fully informed and don’t
seek answers online.
6. Delivery of RSE
Relationships Education and RSE-related topics within the curriculum are age-appropriate and
have due consideration for the needs of all students, including those with special educational
needs.
The formal RSE programme is taught within the personal, social, health and economic (PSHE)
education curriculum. Biological aspects of RSE are taught within the science curriculum, and
other aspects are included in religious education (RE) and within the computing curriculum.
Relationships are also often studied, in depth, through the books students read in English. The
underlying ethos of the school is also key in terms of embedding key messages relating to the
way in which we treat each other.
The delivery of RSE is complemented in delivery through parents, families, health professionals,
youth workers, peer educators, the police and the wider community. Students may receive
stand-alone sex education sessions delivered by a trained external professionals.
At Hampton College Primary Phase
Relationships education focuses on teaching the fundamental building blocks and characteristics
of positive relationships including:
Families and people who care for me
Caring friendships
Respectful relationships
Online relationships
Being safe
Sex education forms part of the “Healthy and Safer Lifestyles” strand of the Cambridgeshire
Primary Personal Development Programme and includes:
External parts of the body
Personal health and hygiene
The life cycle of growing from baby to child to adult
Growing up incl. puberty
Physical and emotional changes
Body image
Sexual reproduction
Responsibility for others
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For more information about our RSE curriculum, see the Cambridgeshire Primary Personal
Development Programme Frameworks for Years 1 and 2, Years 3 and 4 and Years 5 and 6,
contained in Appendix 1.
At Hampton College Secondary Phase
The Head of PD will work closely with colleagues delivering RSE sessions and ensure all staff have
appropriate training, guidance and support. RSE focuses on giving young people the information
they need to help them develop healthy, nurturing relationships of all kinds including:
Families
Respectful relationships, including friendships
Online and media
Being safe
Intimate and sexual relationships, including sexual health
For more information about our RSE curriculum, see Appendix 1.
These areas of learning are taught within the context of family life taking care to ensure that
there is no stigmatisation of children based on their home circumstances (families can include
single parent families, LGBT parents, families headed by grandparents, adoptive parents, foster
parents/carers amongst other structures) along with reflecting sensitively that some children
may have a different structure of support around them (for example: looked after children or
young carers).
7. Roles and responsibilities
7.1 The local governing body
The governing board will approve the RSE policy, and hold the Head of Schools to account for its
implementation.
7.2 The Heads of School
The Heads of School are responsible for ensuring that RSE is taught consistently across each
phase, and for managing requests to withdraw students from components of RSE (see section 8).
7.3 Staff
Staff are responsible for:
Delivering RSE in a sensitive way
Modelling positive attitudes to RSE
Monitoring progress
Responding to the needs of individual pupils
Responding appropriately to students whose parents wish them to be withdrawn from the
non-science components of RSE
Staff do not have the right to opt out of teaching RSE. Staff who have concerns about teaching
RSE are encouraged to discuss this with the Head of School.
7.4 Students
Students are expected to engage fully in RSE and, when discussing issues related to RSE, treat
others with respect and sensitivity.
8. Parents’ right to withdraw
Where parents have concerns about RSE at Hampton College, we encourage them to contact the
Head of School at Hampton College Primary, or the Head of PD or SLT line manager at Hampton
College Secondary, to discuss what they are worried about. We are very happy to talk through
the content and context of any lesson and hope that we can allay concerns.
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8.1 Hampton College Primary Phase
Parents do not have the right to withdraw their children from relationships education.
Parents have the right to withdraw their children from the non-science components of sex
education within RSE. Requests for withdrawal should be put in writing using the form found in
Appendix 2 of this policy and addressed to the Head of School. Alternative work will be given
to pupils who are withdrawn from sex education.
8.2 Hampton College Secondary Phase
Parents have the right to withdraw their children from the non-science components of sex
education within RSE up to and until 3 terms before the child turns 16. After this point, if the
child wishes to receive sex education rather than being withdrawn, the school will arrange this.
Requests for withdrawal should be put in writing using the form found in Appendix 2 of this
policy and addressed to the Head of School. A copy of withdrawal requests will be placed in
the pupil’s educational record. The Head of School will discuss the request with parents and
take appropriate action. Alternative work will be given to pupils who are withdrawn from sex
education and they will be appropriately supervised during these lessons.
9. Training
Staff are trained on the delivery of RSE as part of their induction and it is included in our
continuing professional development calendar.
The Head of School will also invite visitors from outside the school, such as school nurses or
sexual health professionals, to provide support and training to staff teaching RSE.
10. Monitoring Arrangements
The delivery of RSE is monitored by the Hampton College Local Governing Body.
Deep dives and other internal monitoring arrangements, such as scrutiny of curriculum plans,
learning walks, lesson observations, work scrutinies and student voice will feed into this
monitoring process. Students’ development in RSE is monitored as part of our internal
assessment systems.
Policy review

This policy is reviewed every three years or sooner if there are statutory guidance updates.

APPROVED BY GOVERNORS:

Mr M Patchett

17th July 2021

………………………………………….…………..……………

………………….…………………………………………………

……………………………………….…………

SIGNATURE

NAME

DATE
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Appendix 1

Year 1 & 2 RSE Framework Link

Year 3 & 4 RSE Framework Link

KS4 RSE Framework (below)

Sixth Form RSE Framework
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LONG TERM OVERVIEW
Autumn 1
Health & Wellbeing
Transition and Safety

Year
7

Year
8

Year
9

Year
10

Transition to
secondary school,
personal safety in and
outside school
Drugs and Alcohol
Alcohol and drug
misuse and pressures
relating to drug use.

Careers and Setting
goals
Investigation into
Careers, life choices,
learning strengths and
goal setting in
preparation for KS$
options.
Mental Health
Mental health and ill
health, stigma,
safeguarding health
during periods of
change.

Autumn 2
Living in the Wider
World
Politics
Political Parties,
Manifestos,
Campaigning and the
election process
Financial Decision
making
Saving, Borrowing,
budgeting and making
financial choices.

Peer Influence,
substance use and
gangs
Healthy and unhealthy
relationships,
assertiveness,
substance misuse and
gang exploitation.
Financial decision
Making
The impact of financial
decisions, debt,
gambling and the
impact of advertising
on financial choices.
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Spring 1
Relationships

Spring 2
Health & Wellbeing

Summer 1
Relationships

Diversity
Diversity, Prejudice and
bullying.

Health & Puberty
Healthy routines,
influences on health,
puberty, Consent and
unwanted contact
Emotional Wellbeing
Mental Health and
emotional wellbeing,
including body image
and coping strategies

Digital Literacy
Online safety, Digital
literacy, media reliability
and gambling hooks.

Work Shadowing Prep
Preparation for evaluation
of work shadowing and
readiness for work.

Discrimination
All forms of
discrimination.
Including: racism,
religious disc, sexism,
homophobia, biphobia
and transphobia.

Independence
Responsible Health
choices and safety in
independent
contexts.

Building Relationships
Self-worth, romance and
friendships (including
online) and relationship
boundaries.
Intimate relationships
Relationships and sex
education including
consent, introduction to
contraception & STI’s and
the attitudes to
pornography.
Identity and
relationships
Gender identity, sexual
orientation, consent and
sexting

Healthy Relationships
Relationships and sex
expectations, myths,
pleasure and challenges
including the impact of
media and
pornography.

Exploring Influence
The influence and
impact drugs, gangs,
role models and the
media.

Addressing Extremism
and radicalisation
Communities, belonging
and challenging
extremism.

Respectful
Relationships
Families and parenting,
healthy relationships,
conflict resolution and
relationship changes.
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Summer 2
Living in the Wider World

Basic First Aid
Basic Lifesaving skills
including CardioPulmonary Resuscitation
(CPR)

Employability skills
Employability and online
presence
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Year 7 MEDIUM – TERM PLANNING
Half Term

Autumn 1

Topic

In this unit of work, students learn….


Transition and Safety
Transition to secondary school,
personal safety in and outside
school






PoS refs: H1, H2, H30, R13, L1, L2

Lesson

1





Introduction

ASSESSMENT TASK : Poster informing new students how to
be supportive at a new school. – Week 7

Safety

Emotions

Resources
Coping with Change Powerpoint

Explore the meaning of friendship
Identify potential friendship problems
Think about ways to deal with friendship
problems
To explore how friendships can change and
develop or end

What is a friend Powerpoint
Changing friendships powerpoint



To learn to recognise and avoid or deal with
potentially dangerous situations

Personal Safety Powerpoint





How to cross a road safely
Bike safety
How to use a traffic light



Learning to identify, express and manage
their emotions in a constructive way





Friendships

5

6
7

Powerpoints on the shared drive.

To get to know your group using icebreaker
activities
To know the school rules and code of conduct
and understand their importance



4

RiseAbove – Dealing with change

Objectives

Topic



2
3

How to identify, express and manage their
emotions in a constructive way
How to manage the challenges of moving
to a new school
How to establish and manage friendships
How to improve study skills
How to identify personal strengths and
areas for development
Personal safety strategies and travel
safety

Quality Assured resources to support your planning

Your Choice Book One – Chapter 5 Pages 28 to 33

Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 5 Pages 32-35
Road Safety Powerpoint

Managing your Emotions powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 3/4 Pages 187 to 27
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 11/12 Pages 66 to 77
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Autumn 2



Politics
Political Parties, Manifestos,
Campaigning and the election
process






Introduce the 3 main political parties and
their leaders
About Democracy
About Manifestos
What does a campaign consist of when in
an election
About the election process and its rules

Powerpoints on the shared drive
Voting slips
Democracy :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6jgWxkbR7A
Voting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrG7zBUDiqQ
Elections process:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USK3Q4rsgnw
ASSESSMENT TASK : Presentation given to the class to
persuade students in their class to vote for them – Week 5/6

Lesson

1

Objectives

Topic


Yr 7 Council Introduction



2



Political parties




Resources

Understand the keywords election,
democracy, constituency, vote
Discuss why it is important to vote

What is a school Council ? Powerpoint

Understand the keywords political party,
independent, candidate, slogan, manifesto
Work together as a group without arguing
To understand what goes into a political
campaign

Creating Parties Powerpoint
Political Party Campaign powerpoint
Worksheet – Hampton College Elections checklist

3

Democracy



To develop understanding of what
Democracy is.

Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 15 Pages 86 to 87
Democracy : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6jgWxkbR7A

4

Manifestos



To develop understanding of what a
manifesto is and what purpose it serves.

Political Campaign PowerPoint

5

Prep for Elections






Make notes for a speech
Draft a speech
Create poster
Perform Party presentations ready for
elections
Understand Elections procedure

Preparing for Hampton College elections Powerpoint
Voting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrG7zBUDiqQ
Elections process:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USK3Q4rsgnw

6
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7

Election and Assessment



Understand and follow Elections
procedure

Election and Consolidation POwerpoint
Voting Slip Word Document for voting

Diversity
Diversity, Prejudice and bullying.




About identity, rights and responsibilities
About living in a diverse society.
Understanding what Autism, Epilepsy and
Dyslexia is and how the effect students at
school.
How to challenge prejudice in school
How to respond to bullying, including
online
How to support others.

Powerpoints on the shared drive
Autism:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsJbApZ5GF0
videos in powerpoint
Epilepsy:
videos in powerpoint
Dyslexia:
videos in powerpoint

PoS refs: R3, R25, R28, R29, L4, L3, L7,





ASSESSMENT TASK : Create as leaflet explaining to an alien
what Autism/ Dyslexia / Epilepsy is and how to help a student
who has one of these challenges. – Week 6
Lesson

Objectives

Topic

1

Diversity



2

Autism



3

Epilepsy



4

Dyslexia




5



Bullying



6



Assessment

9

Resources

To develop understanding of differences
in our society and how to cope with them
To introduce the knowledge of what
Autism is and how members of the school
community are affected by it.
To develop our understanding of Epilepsy
and how to treat someone who has had
an seizure
To develop understanding of what
students at Hampton College go through
with Dyslexia.
To Experience what being Dyslexic is like
and to develop Empathy.
To highlight the definition of Bullying in our
community
To identify areas of Hampton College
where Bullying happens and to give
strategies to help.
To create a poster showing differences
studies and how we can help them at
Hampton College in lessons and around
school.

Diversity powerpoint
Autism Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 16 Pages 94-95
Epilepsy PDF Doc / Powerpoint

Dyslexia Powerpoint
Dyslexia Sentences Word Document

Bullying Hampton Powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 8 Pages 46-49
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Spring 2

Health & Puberty
Healthy routines, influences on health,
puberty and unwanted contact





PoS refs: H5, H13, H14, H15, H16, H17,
H18,H20, H22, H7, H6, H9, H10, H8





Lesson

Objectives

Topic

1

Hygiene



2

Diet




3

Exercise



4
5

Drugs




6

Puberty - S



Building Relationships
Self-worth, romance and friendships
(including online) and relationship
boundaries (including consent)



Summer 1

How to make healthy lifestyle choices
including diet, physical activity and
sleep.
How to manage influences relating to
caffeine, smoking and alcohol
How to manage physical and emotional
changes during puberty
About personal hygiene
How to recognise and respond to
unwanted or inappropriate contact.
FGM

PoS refs: H1, R2, R9, R11, R13, R14,
R16, R24, R6, R7, R8, H19, R36
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Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK : Agony Aunt letter and reply to an
issue that we have covered. ( Diet / Lifestyle / Sleep /
Puberty / Contact) – Week 6 possibly

Resources

To understand what Personal Hygiene
is and how to achieve it.
To highlight the effects of a healthy
lifestyle
To develop understanding of a
balanced diet.
To be able to name or describe a
Physical, Mental and Social Benefits of
exercise.
To be able to describe what a drug is
To be able to describe the effects of
different types of drugs.
To develop the ways in which you have
become more independent.

Personal Hygiene Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 10 Pages 58-63
Healthy Eating powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 13 Pages 68 - 69

How to develop self-worth and selfefficacy
About qualities and behaviours relating
to different positive relationships
How to recognise unhealthy
relationships
How to recognise and challenge media
stereotypes
About consent, and how to seek and
assertively communicate consent.

Powerpoints on the shared drive

July 2021

Benefits of Exercise Powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 14 Pages 72-75
What are Drugs Powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 12 Pages 64-67
Independence and puberty Powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 2 Pages 14-15
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 1 Pages 6 - 11

ASSESSMENT TASK : Create a mind map of characteristics
of healthy and unhealthy relationships. Using two
different colours and use detail to extend it for higher
levels. - Week 6 possibly
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Lesson

1
2

Objectives

Topic


Relationships - R



3



Self Esteem - R




4
5

Consent - R



6

Media Stereotypes - R



Digital Literacy
Online safety, Digital literacy, media
reliability and gambling hooks.






Summer 2

Resources

To develop understanding of the
differences in types of relationships that
they encounter in their lives
To understand the differences between
healthy and unhealthy relationships
To be able to explain what self esteem
is
To be able to describe signs of low self
esteem
To be able to name places and
methods to increase and develop their
own or friends self esteem.
To understand Consent means to them
and how it may affect them in the
future.
To develop understanding of how the
media manipulate images and put
pressure on teenagers to look a certain
way.

Relationships Powerpoint

About online communication
How to use social networks safely
How to protect financial security online
How to assess and manage risks in
relation to gambling and chance based
transactions.

Powerpoints on the shared drive

Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 2 Pages 12 - 17

Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 1 Pages 6 - 13

Consent New Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 3 Pages 18-19
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 9 Pages 52 - 53

ASSESSMENT TASK : Writing a film review of the film
Cyber bully giving detail of what happened and the
effects on the students. – Week 6

PoS refs: H3, H30, H32, R17, L19, L20,
R23, R28, R35, R37, L19

Lesson

1

Objectives

Topic


Online Safety



2

11

Resources

To describe what the term ‘digital
footprint’ means and how it is created.
To explain the effects of a bad digital
footprint

July 2021

Your Internet Footprint Powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 9 Pages 50-55
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3



Using Social Media Safely




4
5

Risk



6
7

Assessment
ENRICHMENT WEEK



12

To understand how to create a good
digital footprint
To explore the benefits and dangers of
the global computer network.
To know how to deal with cyberbullying
To be able to identify the signs of cyber
bullying
To develop the learners ability to
recognise threats to personal safety in
a range of contexts and to consider
how these may be dealt with

July 2021

Keeping Safe in Cyberspace powerpoint

Cyber bully film on Youtube.
Personal Safety Powerpoint
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Year 8 MEDIUM – TERM PLANNING
Half Term

Autumn 1

Topic

In this unit of work, students learn….

Drugs and Alcohol
Alcohol and drug misuse and
pressures relating to drug use.






PoS refs: H23, H24, H25, H26, H27,
H29, H31, H5, H30,

Lesson

1
2



Objectives

Topic


Drugs
Drugs






3

Energy Drinks

4

Addiction





5
6

Addiction
Risk when taking drugs




7
Autumn 2

About medicinal and recreational drugs
About the consumption of energy drinks
About the relationship between habit
and dependence
How to use over the counter and
prescription medications safely
How to assess the risks of alcohol,
tobacco, nicotine and e-cigarettes

Financial Decision making
Saving, Borrowing, budgeting and
making financial choices.
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Quality Assured resources to support your
planning
Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK : Create a mind map of the
different Drugs and their effects. Good and
bed. – Week 6/7

Resources

-To be able to name a variety of drugs
and their different forms
-To understand the different effects
drugs can have
-To understand why people take drugs
-To know some of the laws surrounding
taking and possessing drugs
-To describe the main effects of, and
the laws relating to, alcohol, tobacco
and other legal and illegal drugs
To raise awareness of the effects of
Energy drinks on the body and mind.
To understand more about addiction
and passive smoking

Drugs Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 7 Pages 40-47

To explore the different dangers of drug
taking
To develop knowledge on different
dangers drug wise in our society.
How to make safe financial choices
About ethical and unethical business
practices and consumerism
About saving, Spending and budgeting
How to manage risk taking behaviours.

Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 8 Pages 48-53
Video on alcohol addicton

July 2021

Caffeinated and Energy Drinks Powerpoint
Ross Kemps Alcohol addiction documentary on You tube. Link in
shared drive
You tube documentary on addiction

Video on spice and fentanyl on you tube.

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK : Group Task. Setting up
and playing the budget game. Showing
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PoS refs: L15, L16, L17, L18, L19, L20

Lesson

understanding of the game and being able to
explain key terms. – Weeks 3 to 5
Objectives

Topic

1

Money, Income and Savings



2

Money, Income and Savings



3

Real/ Budget Game create



4

Real/ Budget Game create finish



5

Real/ Budget Game Play



6
7

Consumerism



Spring 1



Respectful Relationships
Families and parenting, healthy
relationships, conflict resolution and
relationship changes.



PoS refs: H2, R1, R6, R19, R21, R22,
R23, R35, R36
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To develop understanding of what is
Income
To develop knowledge of the
differences between needs and wants
To prepare the resources for the
Budget game in pairs.
To add to knowledge needed to play
the budget game
To use knowledge learned to play the
budget game and understand the
parallel to real life living
To identify a variety of ways in which
we are targeted as consumers
-To be aware of how to manage our
consumerism habits and protect
ourselves from being financially
exploited
About different types of families and
parenting, including single parents,
same sex parents, blended families
adoption and fostering
About positive relationships in the
home and ways to reduce
homelessness amongst young people
About conflict and its causes in different
contexts
Conflict resolution strategies
How to manage relationship and family
changes, including relationship
breakdown, separation and divorce.
How to access support services.

July 2021

Resources
What is Income Powerpoint in Reality Check folder
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 13 Pages 78 - 81
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 16 Pages 82 - 85

Consumerism Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 15 Pages 84-87

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK : Create a script in the
style of Jeremy Kyle. Group task –
Performance of the scene showing unhealthy
relationships. – Week 2-4
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Lesson

Objectives

Topic

1

Families - R



2

Relationships - R



3

Relationships - R



4

Relationships - R



5

Homeless & Support



Emotional Wellbeing
Mental Health and emotional
wellbeing, including body image and
coping strategies








Resources

To be able to explain why divorce has
increased and marriage isn’t as
common as it used to be.
To identify characteristics of a healthy
and unhealthy relationships
To apply knowledge into a writing a
role play situation showing unhealthy
relationships
To apply knowledge into performing a
role play situation showing an
unhealthy relationship.
To identify sources of help and support
for homeless people. – Centrepoint etc

Divorce and family Powerpoint
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 15 Pages 80-81

About attitudes towards mental health
How to challenge myths and stigma
About daily wellbeing
How to manage emotions
How to develop digital resilience
About unhealthy coping strategies (eg.
eating disorders and self-harming)
About healthy coping strategies.

Powerpoints on the shared drive

Relationships and sexting Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 2 Pages 12-17
Jeremy Kyle Powerpoint – Task
Jeremy Kyle script Flow chart
Jeremy Kyle Powerpoint – Task
Jeremy Kyle script Flow chart
Resources Centrepoint Powerpoint

6

Spring 2

PoS refs: H3, H4, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10,
H11, H12, H19
Lesson

1



Topic

Objectives

Mental Health and Eating Disorders




2


3



Body Image

15

To understand the complexity of eating
disorders and their possible causes
To understand that there are
identifiable symptoms of the most
prevalent eating disorders
To understand that help is available for
prevention and treatment of eating
disorders
To show that first impressions are
important in society.

July 2021

ASSESSMENT TASK : Create a leaflet on a
chosen Eating Disorder showing the signs and
symptoms clearly and explanations of where
they can get support. – Week 5

Resources
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 13 Pages 66 - 77
When food becomes an enemy powerpoint
Eating Disorders Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 10 Pages 54-55

Identity and Image Powerpoint
Identity and Image Grid sheet
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 9 Pages 52 - 53
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4

Body Image

5

Assessment

Summer 1

Intimate relationships
Relationships and sex education
including consent, introduction to
contraception & STI’s and the
attitudes to pornography.
PoS refs: R7, R8, R11, R12, R18, R24,
R26, R27, R28, R29, R30, R31, R32,
R33, R34,

Lesson



Compare media images to everyday life
and recognise the effects on self
esteem.

What is Self Esteem powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 1 Pages 8 - 9



About readiness for sexual activity, the
choice to delay sex, or enjoy intimacy
without sex
About myths and misconceptions
relating to consent
About the continuous right to withdraw
consent and capacity to consent
About STI’s, effective condoms and
negotiating safer sex
Consequences of unprotected sex,
including pregnancy.
How the media portrays relationships
and how pornography might effect
expectations.

Powerpoints on the shared drive







Objectives

Topic

1
2

STI’s - S



3
4

Contraception - S




5

Consent - S



6

Abstinence - S



7

Sexting - S



Basic First Aid
Basic Lifesaving skills including CardioPulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)



Summer 2
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Describe the symptoms of common
STI’s and to understand how to protect
against them
To know what contraception is
To consider different methods of
contraception and to understand their
effectiveness.
To understand the complexities (or not)
of Victim Blaming and sexual consent.
To dispel sex myths and promote
healthy relationships before sex.
To describe what sexting is and the
dangers of participating in it.
How to recognise common injuries and
be able to treat them
How to perform CPR on a person
safely and effectively.

July 2021

ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources
Sexually Transmitted Infection Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 14 Pages 24 - 25
Yr 8 Contraception powerpoint
Contraception wordsearch word document
Your Choice Book One – Chapter 6 Pages 38 - 39
La Manada powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 3 Pages 18 - 19
Abstinence powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 3 Pages 20 - 23
Sexting Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 5 Pages 34 - 35

ASSESSMENT TASK :

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
PoS refs: H22

Lesson

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Objectives

Topic




TBC





First Aid
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Resources

July 2021

TBC

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Year 9 MEDIUM – TERM PLANNING
Half Term

Autumn 1

Topic

In this unit of work, students learn….

Careers and Setting goals
Investigation into Careers, life choices,
learning strengths and goal setting in
preparation for KS4 options.
PoS refs: L3, L8, L9 L10, L11, L12, L2,
L6, L7, L13, L14









Lesson

1

Topic

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ILP sheets that they fill in as they go through
the lessons
Meetings with every student to happen at the
end of the block.

Resources

Objectives


ILP Personal Statement




2

About transferable skills, abilities and
interests
How to demonstrate their strengths
About different types of employment
and career pathways
How to manage feelings relating to
further employment
How to work towards aspirations and
set meaningful, realistic goals for the
future
About GCSE and post 16 options
Skills for decision making.

Quality Assured resources to support your
planning



ILP Goal Setting




3

ILP Write Up



4

Careers



5

Qualifications



6

Options

To understand what we are working
towards in this unit
To learn some Careers keywords
To reflect on your personal skills and
qualities
Consider what kind of skills and
workplace would suit you
Learn about short-term, medium term
and long-term goals
Identify your Personal, School and
Career goals
To ensure that all previous written
goals and information is completed
onto the ILP template,
To develop a broader understanding of
what jobs are out there for them after
they leave school.
To understand what qualification types
are available to them

Lesson 1 Personal Statement Powerpoint

Lesson Goals POwerpoint

Lesson 3 Write up ILP powerpoint

Lesson 1 Jobs powerpoint
Careers wordsearch
Jobs Block busters game
What Qualifications powerpoint
Qualifications quiz word document
Making choices for KS4 powerpoint
Subject Table Word document
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7



Autumn 2

Peer Influence, substance use and
gangs
Healthy and unhealthy relationships,
assertiveness, substance misuse and
gang exploitation.
PoS refs: H24, H25, H27, H28, H29, R1,
R20, R37

Lesson







Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK : Create a leaflet
highlighting the dangers of drug taking and
where to get support if needed.

Objectives

Topic

1

Relationships - R



2

Youth Justice



3

Drugs and Addiction



4

Drugs and Addiction



5
6
7

Gang Crime



Knife Crime



Discrimination
All forms of discrimination. Including:
racism, religious disc, sexism,



Spring 1

To develop the students’ knowledge
base of options available to them after
GCSE’s at Hampton College.
To introduced the idea of
Appreticeships to the student as an
alternative to A levels and Btec
pathways,
How to distinguish between healthy and
unhealthy friendships
How to assess risk and manage
influences, including online
To manage risk in relation to gangs
About the legal and physical risks of
carrying a knife
About positive social norms and healthy
risks in relation to drug and alcohol use,
including addiction and dependence.
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To explore the different types of
relationships
What is Youth Justice and how does it
link to British Law?
To know about different kinds of drugs
and their associated harms and
benefits.
To explain the consequences of under
age drinking
To explore gangs. Who, what when and
why???.
To explore the dangers and
consequences of carrying a knife
How to manage influences on beliefs
and decisions
How to develop self worth and
confidence

July 2021

Resources
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 8 Pages 48-51
Youth Justice Powerpoint
Youth Justice worksheet
Drugs Lesson 1 powerpoint
Drugs videos links on powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 7 Pages 40 – 47
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 6 Pages 36 - 39
Alcohol YES power point
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 8 Pages 48 - 53
Gangs powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 11 Pages 56 - 59
Knife crime powerpoint

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK : Complete the table
showing instances of Prejudice,

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
homophobia, biphobia and
transphobia.



PoS refs: R3, R4, R27,



Lesson

1
2
3



Objectives

Topic


Homophobia - R




4
5
6

Prejudice and Discrimination - R






Spring 2

About gender identity, transphobia and
gender based discrimination
How to recognise and challenge
homophobia and biphobia
How to recognise and challenge racism
and religious discrimination.

Independence
Responsible Health choices and safety
in independent contexts.





PoS refs: H3, H4, H11, H13, H14, H15,
H16, H17, H18, H23, H24
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To define Homophobia and what it
means
To identify different attitudes and
opinions of Homosexuality and
Homophobia around the world.
To develop knowledge and
understanding of the consequences of
being gay around the globe.
To understand the different types of
discrimination that people face.
To understand what is meant by
stereotyping, prejudice and
discrimination
To identify different forms of prejudice
and discrimination eg age, racial, sex
etc.
To consider how the government and
legislation are attempting to combat
different forms of discrimination.
How to assess and manage risk and
safety in new independent situations
About the links between lifestyle and
some cancers
About the importance of screening and
how to perform self examination
About registering and accessing doctors,
sexual health clinics, opticians
How to manage influences and risks
relating to cosmetic and aesthetic body
alterations.
About blood, organ and stem cell
donation.

July 2021

Discrimination and Racism during the film
Secret Life of Bees.

Resources
Homophobia YES powerpoint
Homophobia documentary with Stephen Fry Link in powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 3 Pages 26 - 27

Stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination powerpoint
Prejudice lesson on Secret life of bees powerpoint
Secret life of Bees film

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Lesson

Objectives

Topic

1

Cosmetic Surgery



2

Cancer



3
4
5
Summer 1

To witness issues and mistakes with
Cosmetic surgery when it goes wrong
To develop knowledge of the causes
and treatments of various cancers



Screening and Self Examination
Identity and relationships
Gender identity, sexual orientation,
consent and sexting






PoS refs: R4, R5, R10, R16, R18, R24,
R25, R26, R27, R29, R30, R32, H19






Lesson

You tube video – Cosmetic Surgery Gone wrong (Only Human)
Cancer YES Powerpoint
Cancer Causes
Detecting Cancer Powerpoint

To develop understanding how to check
testicles and breast for lumps
The qualities of positive healthy
relationships
How to demonstrate positive
behaviours in healthy relationships
About gender identity and sexual
orientation
About the law in relation to consent
How to effectively communicate about
consent in relationships
About the risks of sexting and how to
manage requests or pressure to send
an image.
About basic forms of contraception.

Objectives

Topic

Resources

Testicular cancer NHS video on you tube
Breast Lumps – video on you tube (teenage Girls health)

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources

1
2
3

Gender Identity - S



To explain how gender and sexuality
effect development of identity

2 Gender and sexuality Powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 2 Pages 16-19

Sexuality - S



Sexuality powerpoint
Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 2 Pages 14 - 17

4
5

Consent and the Law - S



To understand the lesser known
sexualities and be able to describe
what they mean
To understand the law on consent, rape
and sexual assault
To consider what we mean by
respectful /
disrespectful relationships
To understand the emotional, legal and
physical impact of failing to give and
get consent
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Consent – Steubenville powerpoint
BBC iplayer video documentary “A high school rape goes viral:
Roll Red Roll

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY


6



Child Sexual Exploitation - S



7

Summer 2

Lesson

Employability skills
Employability and online presence



PoS refs: R13, R14, L2, L4, L5, L8, L9,
L14





Topic

Using the case study of Stuebenville
USA to understand Consent and
alcohol deeper.
To understand what the word
‘exploitation’ means
Learn how to tell if someone is being
exploited by their boyfriend, girlfriend or
friend
About young people employment rights
and responsibilities
How to give and act upon constructive
feedback
How to identify and access support for
concerns relating to life online.

Objectives


1

Employability Skills – CV’s

2

Employability Skills – Application
Forms

3

Employability Skills – Letters of
Application



4
5
6

Employability Skills – Interview skills



Law and the Workplace



7

ENRICHMENT WEEK

22




CEOP resourced ‘Exploited’
Exploited powerpoint
Your Choice Book Two – Chapter 5 Pages 30 - 33
BBC Dramatisation on Clickview called Three Girls – Episode 1
( Explicit Language and Rape scene so pupils need the option to
leave the room given to them before the lesson starts.)

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources

To develop understanding of CV’s and
what information is included.
Creating their CV for future use.
Enhancing knowledge of Application
Forms and completion of a generic
form for future use.

Recruiting Powerpoint
CV outline word document

To create a letter of application to
accompany a job application for
addition information.
To develop Interview skills practically
and on paper.

A letter of application guide powerpoint

To raise awareness of the law in the
workplace and what the employees
rights are.

July 2021

Possible interview questions word document
Possible Interview Questions word document
Interview checklist for Mock Interview
Workplace Law powerpoint

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
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HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Year 10 MEDIUM – TERM PLANNING
Half Term

Autumn 1

Topic

In this unit of work, students learn….

Mental Health
Mental health and ill health, stigma,
safeguarding health during periods of
change.
PoS refs: H3, H4, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10,
H11, H12, H5, H18, H2











Lesson

Topic

How to manage the challenges relating
to adolescence
How to reframe negative thinking
Strategies to promote mental health
and emotional well being
About the signs of emotional or mental
ill health
How to access support and treatment
About the portrayal of mental health in
the media
How to challenge stigma, stereotypes
and misinformation.
Strategies to overcome worries and
become a confident user of the NHS
How to use feedback effectively and
positively

Objectives

1
2
3

Mental Health



To develop awareness of Mental Health
issues and their treatments

Stereotypes

4
5

Body Image and the media





Identify Stereotypes in
media.
To explore the range of ‘media tricks’
involved in making models and
celebrities look good
To understand the effect these could
have on young people’s (especially
girls’?) self esteem
To explore the reasons for the media’s
obsession with ‘fake beauty’
To develop understanding and
knowledge of the NHS provision in the
UK
To enhance background knowledge on
the NHS in the Uk




6
7



Using the NHS
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Quality Assured resources to support your
planning
Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources
Mental Health powerpoint
Positive Mental attitude Powerpoint
BBC iplayer - Freddie Flintoff : Living with Bulimia
Stereotypes Powerpoint
Body Image and the media powerpoint
Body Image Article word Document
Body Image and tricks powerpoint

The NHS powerpoint (History of)
NHS website

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY


Autumn 2

Financial decision Making
The impact of financial decisions,
debt, gambling and the impact of
advertising on financial choices.
PoS refs: L16, L17, L18, L19, L20, L21,
l22








Lesson

To know how your National Insurance
contributions enables UK residents to
have free healthcare.
How to effectively budget and evaluate
savings options
How to prevent and manage debt,
including understanding credit ratings
and pay day lending
Strategies for managing influences
related to gambling, including online
About the relationship between
gambling and debt
About the law and illegal financial
activities, including fraud and cyber
crime.
How to manage risk in relation to
financial activities.

Objectives

Topic

1

Finance



2

Interest Rates




3

Gambling



4
5
6
7

Law



Risks with Gambling
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Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources

Examine the importance of financial
awareness.
To revise percentages – ‘percentage
shortcuts’.
To gain a basic understanding of
interest rates.
To introduce the concepts of gambling
and the addiction
To develop knowledge of the law in the
UK

Ethics of spending powerpoint

To understand the concept of debt due
to gambling

Risk and reward powerpoint
Security and Fraud Powerpoint

July 2021

Interest rate introduction powerpoint

Your Choice Book Three – Chapter 14 Pages 78 - 83
You tube documentary – Gambling addiction & me
What is the Law powerpoint
Civil and criminal law worksheet – word document

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Spring 1

Healthy Relationships
Relationships and sex expectations,
myths, pleasure and challenges





including the impact of media and
pornography.
PoS refs: R1, R2, R3, R6, R7, R8, R14,
R15, R18, R19, R22, R28, R29, R4, R11,
R12, R13, R17, R23, R24, R25, R26,
R27

Lesson

1






Objectives

Topic


Ready For Sex - S



2
3
4





Abortion - S



5
6

Parenting Skills - S

7

Media Portrayal - S

About relationship values and the role
of pleasure in relationships
About myths, assumptions,
misconceptions and social norms about
sex, gender and relationships.
About the opportunities and risks of
forming and conducting relationships
online.
How to manage the impact of the
media and pornography on sexual
attitudes, expectations and behaviours.
About parenting skills and their
importance to family life
About organisations that support
difficulties or crisis
About Diversity in sexual Attraction
About Abortion, legal positions and
beliefs and opinions about it.
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To introduce scenarios that they may
encounter in the near future and be
able to make sensible decisions.
To develop awareness of their
viewpoint on sex the principles that
they will follow in the near future.
To develop understanding and opinions
on abortion and termination at various
stages of pregnancy.
To clarify information about Abortion
and the options available
To understand different ways of gaining
positive behaviour in children.
To know the difference between
punishment and discipline.
To know and understand how the
media portray the UK.

July 2021

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources
Readiness for Sex powerpoint with videos link

Your Choice KS4 Book 9.1 – 9.3 Pages 57 – 70
Worksheets within those pages
Abortion Powerpoint
Abortion worksheet 2 word document
BBC documentary on You tube – Abortion The choice.

Punishment or discipline powerpoint
The naughty step powerpoint
How to discipline powerpoint
The media – an introduction powerpoint
The media and sport powerpoint

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Spring 2

Exploring Influence
The influence and impact drugs,
gangs, role models and the media.
PoS refs:, R20, R27, H14, H15, H16,
H17, R16,









Lesson

About positive and negative role models
About the medias impact on perceptions of
gang culture
About the impacts of drugs and alcohol on
individuals, personal safety, families and
wider communities.
How drugs and alcohol affect decision
making
How to keep self and others safe in
situations that involve substance abuse
Exit strategies for pressurised or dangerous
situations
How to seek help for substance use and
addiction.

Objectives

Topic

1

Female Role Models in life



2
3

Impacts of drugs on everyday life



4
5

Gang Culture and Child Trafficking
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ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources

To investigate the potential change to
opportunities based on the availability of
role models
To develop understand of the impact that
common drugs have on everyday activities.

Positive role models and the potential impact powerpoint

To clarify Lifestyle choices available to all in
the Hampton College Community
Understand what sexual exploitation & child
trafficking is.
Be able to identify some of the signs that it
could be happening to a young person.
Know who to talk to if you or your friends
are affected by any of the issues raised in
today’s lesson.

Sexual exploitation and child trafficking powerpoint
You tube video – Britians Hardest gang





Powerpoints on the shared drive

July 2021

Effects of Drugs and alcohol powerpoint
Drunk Goggles 1 set of 6 goggles – circuit of tasks to determine
dexterity
You tube video – Facing the consequences of Reckless driving
BBC 3 video

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Summer 1



Addressing Extremism and
radicalisation
Communities, belonging and
challenging extremism.




PoS refs: R5, R6, R9, R10, R14, R28,
R29, R16, L4, L6





Lesson

About communities, inclusion, respect
and belonging.
About the Equality Act, diversity and
values.
About how social media may distort,
misrepresent or target information in
order to influence beliefs and opinions.
How to manage conflicting views and
misleading information
How to challenge discrimination safely,
including online
How to recognise and respond to
extremism and radicalisation.

Objectives

Topic

Powerpoints on the shared drive
ASSESSMENT TASK :

Resources

1
2

Extremism and Radicalisation
(Prevent)



To be able to link previous knowledge
and understanding to radicalisation and
extremism in the UK

3

Social Media Portrayal of Terrorism



4
5

Equality act



A closer look at recent events and how
it was portrayed in the press and media
to develop understanding of moral
compass.
Understand what equality
means and why it is important.
Understand the Equality Act
2010 and how it can be applied
in different cases.

6
7

Community Links and Dangers to Life



To develop the idea of what a
community is.

Community and Identity work book

Work Shadowing Prep
Preparation for evaluation of work
shadowing and readiness for work



How to evaluate strengths and interests
in relation to career development.
Strategies for overcoming challenges or
adversity
About responsibilities in the workplace
How to manage practical problems and
health and safety.
How to maintain a positive personal
presence online
How to evaluate and build on the
learning experience in the work place.

Powerpoints on the shared drive

Summer 2



PoS refs: H1, L1, L2, L3, L5, L7, L8, L9,
L10, L11, L12, L13, L14, L15
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ISIS powerpoint
Manchester Terror attack and radicalisation powerpoint
Prevent Powerpoint
Link Video with resources
The media tragic events powerpoint

Equality powerpoint
Worksheet with case studies

ASSESSMENT TASK :

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Lesson

1
2

Objectives

Topic

Responsibilities in the workplace




3

First Impressions



4
5

Health & Safety
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To be able to describe what is good
practice and unacceptable practiced in
the workplace
To know what to do should
unacceptable practice happens
To be able to describe and implement
first impressions etiquette when going
into the workplace.
To understand the Health and Safety at
Work Act.
To implement knowledge of the Health
and Safety training into their work
shadowing workplace.

July 2021

Resources
Your Choice KS4 Book 5.4- 5.4b – 9.3 Pages 34-36

Being the best that you can be powerpoint
Worksheets
The Health and safety at work word document
Health and safety worksheet
Health and safety signs in the workplace

HAMPTON COLLEGE: RELATIONSHIPS and SEX EDUCATION POLICY
Appendix 2
Hampton College Parent Form: withdrawal from sex education within RSE
(Please note parents are not able to withdraw students from Relationships education)

To be completed by parents
Name of child

Class /
Tutor group
Date

Name of parent

Reason for withdrawing from sex education from within relationships and sex education

Any other information you would like the school to consider

Parent signature

To be completed by school
Agreed actions
from discussion
with parents
Signature

Date

30
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